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Submarine trip from Soma Bay

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Group Everyday 2 Hours 10:30 AM

Semi Submarine trip trips from Soma bay Egypt Red Sea, see the underwater life of the Red Sea
without getting wet!. Join us for a fantastic Seascape submarine trips from Soma bay excursions and
clearly see, See most famous corals, fish, and others marine life

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

All transfers from and to your hotel
soft drink
Entrance fees and Sumbarine
ticket
All Service charges & taxes

Any Extras not mentioned in the
itinerary
Tipping

Itinerary:

It's the perfect way to see the spectacular sea life of the coral reef
without even getting wet.  And it's a view no visitor from Soma bay can
afford to miss.  The Red Sea is one of the seven wonders of the natural
world. the Red Sea supports a vast range of marine life. It is host to
more than a thousand species of fish, many of them not known
anywhere else in the world. An excursion on the Seascape can be
an opportunity and giving you invaluable memorable moments of the
beauty of Soma bay's famous reefs.
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 Days Table

First Day :Seascope tour from Soma Bay

Our representative will pick you up from your hotel in Soma
Bay, for a fantastic Semi Submarine trip from Soma bay. Our
Seascape has an air-conditioned and deep hull fitted with 20
panoramic windows that offer an excellent underwater view.
While sitting in your personal chair, you can see the coral reef
and tropical fish of all different shapes and sizes.

Our Seascape will take you to the most beautiful reefs of this
region and show you the abundance and multitude of local
marine life. Where there are a huge variety of fish species,
colourful corals and various sea plants. It looks like an
enormous aquarium, but this is the real natural world you
marvel at from the comfort of the observation lounge. 

You can snap happily with your camera or video throughout
your journey and it is guaranteed to see the unique marine life.
After finishing, transfer back to your hotel in Soma Bay, This
trip is especially appropriate for families with children.
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Price:

  ($) 17 

  ( €) 15  

  (£) 15  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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